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Strength and depth of industry expertise
Today’s Speakers

THURSO MANUFACTURING

Kevin Brundish
Chief Executive Officer

James Hobson
Chief Financial Officer
OXFORD TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

Kevin is a founder and director of AMTE
Power, and a director of two further
companies in the energy storage sector.

James has extensive experience in the
energy sector and as a director of a public
company.

Qualified as a Chartered Engineer, he has
worked with world leading engineering
companies such as Rolls Royce and Siemens

Previously James was CFO of ADC
Energy UK and has before that 7 years
as CFO at GCM Resources plc, the AIM
quoted mining and energy company.

25 years of experience within publicly traded
and private companies

LONDON COMMERCIAL OFFICE

Strength & depth of executive management team supported by 76 employees:
Stuart Paterson Head of Operations
David Pell Head of sales & Marketing
Steve Farmer Head of Development

Dr Emmanuel Eweka Head of Electrochemistry
Dr Valerie Self Head of Engineering

John Burrin Head of Industrialisation
Dr Jon Tuck Materials Specialist
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AMTE – market-leading developer and
manufacturer of battery cells
Key differentiator: Sole UK manufacturer of advanced battery cells
with facility in Thurso, Scotland, with proven track record in delivering
client prototypes
Lower levels of commercialisation risk versus other global
battery innovations
Scaled Volume Production in UKBIC – one of the first commercial
customers to use UKBIC; a key milestone that provides access to
“gigascale” manufacturing capability enabling AMTE to transition
to larger scale manufacturing at UKBIC

Growth strategy focused on speed to market and value sectors: Energy
Storage & Automotive, driven by highly experienced management team

UK Gigafactory – site selection underway for planned 10GWh
commercial production
Australian joint venture InfraNomics, with planned 2GWH battery
factory growing to 10GWh longer term, gives AMTE global diversity and
access to Australian Energy Storage market as well as raw materials
Global Policy and legislative agendas driving substantial
£multi-billion markets
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Market Leader – Existing Manufacturing Plant (Thurso)
• UK’s first battery cell producer with proven track record of commercial
production

• Thurso plant established to fulfil market opportunities for highly
specialised cells
– E.g. AMTE is working with a world leading specialist in telemetry
systems to provide lithium ion cells for wireless battery packs to
transmit data from existing well heads in the oil and gas sector
to support the energy transition. The contract is worth up to
£50 million per annum to produce up to 1 million cells per annum
• Full-cycle cell manufacturing capabilities within 43,000 sq.ft.
purpose-built manufacturing and development facility located in
Thurso, Scotland
• Thurso facility has installed capacity of approximately one million
cylindrical cells per annum, equivalent to annual production of circa
0.1 GWh
• The facilities allow for the highly flexible scale up of cell production
and de-risk the commercialisation of portfolio of cells
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Operating at the heart of
the green energy revolution
• Contribution to the green economy recognised by the London Stock
Exchange with the award of its Green Economy Mark

• Key player in the development and supply of the next generation of battery
cells to a range of industries, including decarbonising traditional fuels

• “Green Industrial Revolution” is a major market opportunity

• AMTE is in a strong position to benefit with products in high growth
markets and aligned to UK’s political agenda
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Our Market Opportunity – Energy Storage
Market drivers:
• Growing environmental concerns, increasing regulation and political
pressure to move away from fossil fuels to renewable energy sources
• UK government commitment to decarbonisation and “Road to Zero”:
ambition for clean sources to generate 100% of electricity by 2035
• Energy storage key to de-carbonisation of power by 2035
• Market estimates suggest electricity storage capacity needs to triple
by 2030 to accommodate rise in renewable energy production

Energy Storage global market opportunity
• $262 billion cumulative investment between 2021 and 2030 (BNEF
Global Energy Storage Outlook 2021) and $100 trillion of investment
expected by 2050
• Energy storage batteries to grow 21% per annum from 23GWh p.a.
in 2020 to 155GWh p.a. in 2030 (Bloomberg NEF 2019)
• Huge need to fulfil anticipated demand for large scale energy storage
to meet fluctuations in supply and demand as proportion of clean
energy rapidly increases

Differentiated Cell Production
• Safe, low cost storage is key; AMTE Power has a highly differentiate
product, it’s Ultra Safe cell based on sodium ion technology
• UK & Australia total addressable market of £4bn in energy storage
• Supply contract conversion under way
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Our Market Opportunity –
High Performance Automotive
Market Drivers:
• All new ICE to be phased out by 2030 in the UK; a global trend
beyond the UK
• Onshoring of EV supply chain production to avoid tariffs enhances
UK battery cell viability
• Government commitment to spend up to £1bn, alongside other
funding commitments, to attract investment in electric vehicle supply
chains and R&D

Global automotive market:
• The global automotive battery market is forecast to grow to $103bn
by 2030, a CAGR of 6.57% from its 2021 size of $44bn in 2021
• The compelling opportunity in automotive is for a high power cell

Differentiated cell production:
• Opportunity to meet strong demand for high energy density battery
solutions
• Ultra High Power addressable market at £1bn with high barriers to entry
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Pathway to commercialisation
2013

2014

2015

2016

First concept

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Innovation

• Extensive IP portfolio with cells under

• Access to wide pool of scientists

development having embedded
innovation and IP licensed from third
parties and developed further
• IP built upon extensive investment
• AMTE has also generated own,
protected IP
• ‘Ultra’ brand of products almost fully
trade marked for use

and engineers
• Strong team with substantial industry
experience in product development
and industrialisation delivering new
capacity

2022

2023

2024

2025

Commercialisation
• High level of interest in battery cells from
•
•

•
•

government and commercial partners
OEM involvement key signal for
future demand
Ongoing discussions with potential
supply chain partners
Signed framework agreement with
UKBIC in place to scale-up Ultra
High Power and Ultra Energy cells
Development of sodium ion, in
partnership with Faradion and Harwell
Campus trial for energy storage

2026

2027

2028

Supply
• Manufacturing at Thurso facility
• Access to UKBIC, leveraging capacity
• Build out programmes for Gigafactories
in UK and Australia
• Plans for UK Gigafactory well developed
• Australian JV will manufacture battery
cells in area with one of the largest
raw material deposits in the world for
li-ion batteries

• AMTE’s three most advanced differentiated products, targeting the energy storage system, automotive and oil and gas services markets, have each already passed
through the innovation phase and are in the final stages of development ahead of the supply phase through in-house and outsourced / licensed production
• AMTE is one of only a few UK commercial battery cell manufacturers with advanced plans to scale production capacity to 2GWh per annum and beyond to meet
growing market demand

• Extensive IP resource means that beyond the immediate opportunities, many more potential markets and products await future commercialisation
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Key next steps
Gigafactory
Site

Funding

Progressing plans for commercial scale plant:
• Local authorities and design development engaged at 3 potential sites
• Site to have scale up for 10GWh per annum
• Thurso pre-fab opportunities

ATF funding to accelerate AMTE’s growth plans:
• Circa £35m of government funding awarded (circa £10m directly to AMTE) to
accelerate commercialisation plans
• Application to ATF in progress

Australian JV Expand InfraNomics JV:
• Factory to start September 2022 with initial capacity of 200,000 cells per annum
• JV grants access to Australia’s more mature renewables market
• A potential source of raw materials and for the company’s wider supply chain

UKBIC

Development of Ultra Energy & Ultra High Power cells undergoing scale up and testing trials:
• One of the first companies to work in partnership with the UKBIC
• AMTE’s existing knowledge of battery production
• Successful trials

Commercial
Partnerships

Develop and mature active commercial partnerships:
•
•
•
•

CELERITAS project – government funded project to develop ultrafast charging systems for EV
Blue-chip partners include: BMW and Arrival
Initial commercial supply opportunities equivalent to 6 GWh
Two cells being launched in 2022
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Financial overview

Financial Position
Half Year Financial Performance reflects continued investment in commercialisation plans:
Turnover of £0.81 million up 31% (H1 2021: £0.62 million)
Loss before tax of £2.7million (H1 2021: loss £1.45 million)

Balance sheet strength underpins investment phase:
Cash and cash equivalents of £6.25 million (H1 2021: £0.22 million)

AMTE well positioned, with proven manufacturing expertise, to be first to market with full
commercialisation of advanced battery cells
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Summary

Full plans in place for commercialisation of advanced battery cells
UK Gigafactory site selection near completion
Skills and resources in place to support growth plans
Funding sources being identified and negotiated
Conversion of MoUs into supply contracts in energy storage markets, in addition to
existing contract, in support of accelerated build out of production capacity
Continue our transition towards high volume production
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Appendices

Company Timeline
1970s–80s
2007

Oxford University
Li ion innovations

1997

ABSL takes
control
of AGM

2012

2018/19

2020

2021

Production
at AGM halts

AMTE Power launches
“Ultra” product range

AMTE provides
early production
prototypes
for the Ultra
range

AMTE
commences
work with UKBIC
to scale products
to Gigafactory
production rates

AGM
predecesor
formed

1991
Sony Corp first
commercial cell

1998
AGM joint Venture
ABSL, GS,
Mitsubishi Materials

2013

2019

AMTE Power
procures AGM

AMTE signs first commercial
supplier agreement
AMTE opens Oxfordshire office

2011

2013

2015

Enersys
procure ABSL

AMTE
Founded

Production at AGM
recommences

2021
AMTE
lists on
AIM
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